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Methodological Considerations for the Development

of Process Profiles of Two NCES Surveys

The primary purpose of this report is to describe a general framework

for preparing prccess profiles of two NCES surveys. The report presents a

definition of a process profile, reasons for selectior of the two surveys

for the study, the specific objectives of the process profiles, general

approach in developing the process profiles, specific processes of the sur-

veys to be examined and potential related sources of errors, data sources

for profile development, and a provisional plan for the report on the

process profiles. Each of these areas will be discussed separately below.

1. Definition of a Process Profile

A process or error profile documents survey procedures and identifies

potential sources of sampling and nonsampling error. The profile pro-

vides information on the quality of the survey methods and of the survey

data. Thus, it can serve two audiences: (1) survey managers and designers

and (2) data users. For survey managers, the profile indicates which sur-

vey procedures, if any, require improvement. For users of the survey data,

the results of a process or error profile are used to describe the limita-

tions of the statistics produced by the survey.

A process profile differs from a post-validation study along two

dimensions: quantitative precision and completeness. The emphasis in a

post-validation study is on determining the accuracy or validity of the

responses to the survey. Thus the post-validation study may require exten-

sive additional data collection and replication of selected survey proce-

dures. In contrast, the process profile has a more ge.eral focus in exam-

ining the adequacy of the entire survey process. It can be viewed as a

documentation and evaluation effort that is primarily conducted with avail-

able data. Secondary analyses and very limited data collection efforts can

be undertaken.

* We use the term process profile rather than error profile because "error"
is an ambiguous term. "Error" can be interpreted in a statistical sense,
or it can be used to describe the precision of certain actions. Inter-
preted in the latter sense an "error" profile can be viewed as threat-
ening to survey managers.
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2. Selection of Two NCES Surveys

A process profile should be specific to a particular survey, but its

usefulness is measured by the extent to which it produces information which

helps analysts make intelligent use of the data and yields recommendations

relevant to future design. As a result of discussions with NCES personnel,

two quite different surveys were selected for the study: the HEGIS Fall

Enrollment Survey and the Recent College Graduates Survey.

The HEGIS Fall Enrollment Survey was selected for the following

reasons: 1) it is a universe survey of colleges and universities and thus

a major source of national information on many aspects of enrollment in

institutions of higher education; 2) since it is a longitudinal study of

the same institutions, repetition produces valuable trend information;

3) it is expected to continue indefinitely, and thus any lessons learned

from the error profile may result in improvement in later years; and 4) it

has reasonably good documentation including a post-survey validation study

(Peng, 1979).

In contrast, the Recent College Graduates Survey was selected for

these reasons: 1) it is a more recent addition to the NCES repertoire;

2) it has the potential for significant response errors; and 3) the most

recent survey included a reinterview of a sample of respondents and a

survey of initial nourespondents, thus providing the possibility of a data

base for part of the error profile. A more detailed rationale for Select-

ing these two surveys appears in Error Profiles: Recommendation for

Selection of Two NCES Surveys (1981).

Clearly, analysis of the processes in these two surveys will provide

useful information for future survey design. Both are continuing NCES

surveys, and thus any lessons learned about their quality can be used to

revise and improve future procedures both for those surveys and for others

to which the findings may be relevant.

3. Objectives of Preparing a Process Profile

The completion of a process profile of a selected survey will be

directed toward accomplishing the following objectives:

a. Determine the objective function:
what statistics from the survey are of most importance, and
what costs are associated with particular errors in the
figures to be reported?
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b. Determine the potential contributors to error:
for every phase of the survey design, implementation, and
analysis, what are the ways in which that phase potentially
contributes to error?

c. Identify indicators of error contributions:
what sources of information can be used to estimate the
amount of error attributable to the various survey phases?

d. Gather and report information on survey processes:
which errors are more or less likely; and where information
is unavailable, what external error estimates can be made
(using relevant data from other surveys)?

e. Combine component error information into a total error
estimate:

how do errors combine across survey phases; do they add,
multiply, or cancel out?

f. Recommend ways in which error information for the subject
survey can be used in the analysis and reporting of survey
results:

what qualifications s)culd be stated; what analyses should
not be reported; what confidence intervals should be placed
on values; how should results be adjusted to eliminate bias?

g Recommend procedures to increase the value of future
replications of the subject survey:

how should instruments and sampling designs be modified;
what checks should be incorporated into data collection
procedures; what pretests and validation studies should be
included in the survey design?

The accomplishment of these objectives will provide information useful

to the users of survey data, as well as to the designers and implementers

of the survey. Users will gain a clearer understanding of the nature and

limitations of the data. The designers will have a basis for improving

the survey design and operations to achieve optimal quality. If data are

available, mathematical models may be developed for the survey design and

operations.

4. General Approach for Developing a Process Profile

In preparing a process proale, the basic scheme used by Brooks and

Bailer (1978) will be used. That is, for each component of a survey,

(e.g., sample design, instrumentation, data collection, data processing,

estimation procedure, and analysis), we will describe briefly how it was

done, and then present the potential sources of errors and their extent,
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if appropriate data exist. If survey-specific information on quality is

not available, but data from other studies with similar sources of error

are available and rel,...vant, these will be reported. Figure 1 presents a

simplified model of the survey process that will provide a base from which

to examine each survey.

The compier.mess of a process profile will depend, in part, on the

availability of documentation maintained for the survey. We will start

with the written documentation for both the Fall Enrollment Survey and the

Recent College Graduates Survey. If any necessary information is missing,

we will attempt to obtain it from NCES personnel and the survey contrac-

,tors. Research on error measurement in other surveys will be conducted as

needed. Many potential errors may not he quantifiable without going back

to respondents. Since this process is relatively costly, the extent of

effort in quantifying errors may have to be limited. Speciac data

sources are listed in a later section.

The successful completion of a process profile requires not only a

detailed and well-conceived plan to identify all the sources of errors,

but also cordial working relations among SAGE staff, NCES personnel, and

contractor staff for the selected surveys. All staff involved in the

study should have a clear understanding of the purpose of process profile

development as an empirical study to devise methods to tackle non-sampling

errors, rather than as an evaluation or audit of the selected surveys.

Procedures for working with the program personnel and contractor staff

appear in Figure 2. All of the activities involving other NCES personnel

and contract staff will bo coordinated through the NCES Project Officer

for SAGE.

To enhance the value of the process profiles to the data users, the

results that are particularly relevant will be summarized and, if feas-

ible, will be presented in a publication of the surveys themselves or in a

report separately bound for general distribution.

Before completing a process profile, a draft will be reviewed by a

panel including NCES program personnel, key project staff of the two

selected surveys, consultants, and potential users of the survey data.

Their input may furthcr verify, as well as clarify, the information

presented in the report. Members of the r. qiew panel will be selected in

close consultation with the NCES Froject Officer.
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Figura 2

Procedures for Deeloping a Constituency for the D,iality Profile or Process Profile

I. 7urvev Selection Phase

A. Selected =ZS scoff will be sent a letter introducing :he "Quality Profile" effort. the
letter should.brieily describe the effort and name the SAGE staff. It should be signed by
such persons as the Director oi Research and Analysis and the SAGE Program Officer.

3. telephone COOfacts will be nods by the SAGE scoff with tech survey manager. 7he purpose
of these contact': is co respond co lay toncerns or questions that may have been caused by
receipt of the introductory letter and cc further explain :he scope of the cask and its
aims. The surveil zanagers gill be informed of the proposed procedures and schedule for the
:ask. Each manager vill be asked to comment on the plans and co suggest modifications.

C. Parlor:al visits ill Se made Sy :he SAGE ?reject Cc-directors with survey managers of the
cost Lieiy candicatas for che quality profile to discuss :he selection process.

D. Tollfwing :he selection process, a letter vill Se iant to all the survey managers infr.rmiag
them of :he final selection, providing :hem with positive reasons for :ha selection, and
thanking :hem for :heir tar:rest and cpcpatation.

Prefile Development Pzase (I= Staff)

A. About three weeds before the data-gatheriag effort begins, :he star7Oy nanagor will receive
a telepnone call free :ha SAGE Project Co-diracrors again caseating him or her for assisting
in this selection process and incrooucing the data-gat:A:ins effort. A preliminary schedule
of activities will be discussed.

3. A letter will then be sent :a the survey manager, confirming the arrangements made in the
telephone call.

C. TWQ or chtee days before tee daca-gachering will begin, the survey managers ill be tailed
to deteroine if changes oust be asele in the schedule.

D. '.:pon arrival for :he first data-gathering session. the Project Co-directors will meet first
ith the survey manager. The meeting should focus on the task needs, but the Project Co-
directors Oust stress flexibility in arranging and scheduling appointments with survey staff.
3y :he end of :aft oeactng. revised scnedule for the data gathering activities will be worked
out. Copies of it will be distributed to all survey staff.

D. On cne first day of the vieic. the SAGE staff will meec with one or acme groups of survey leaf:
to discuss the general purpose of :he evalaecion. Mile these SOSS1OMS 011y also reveal ASOOCOS
of :he project thee snould be probed more deeply, the SAGE scaff will not take notes. Lleteta,
:ha purmose of OA meeting is to familiarize the ;AGE staff with the survey staff and to Allow
survey scatf co get to know :he SAGE staff.

S. As eaterials are developed for :he erofila. they will be distributed :0 the appropriate NCZS
survey staff for their commence.

F. Following the preparation of the prefile :tear:, :he report acmommanied by a brief swzmary will
be sent cm :na survey managers. A covartag letter will invite torments ano rime:tons :a thereport.

Profile Develooment ?hese (Staff of Oucside Corm:az:2r or State Agency)

A. All caeca= persons at outside contractors or state agencies will to sent a Latzer tatroaucing
the "Quelity Profile" effort. The letter should briefly lescribe the effort and name the SAGEstaff. tr snnuit ba started by :he HMS Administrator or vie Director of Ream= Ann Analysis.

3. Teleehone calls will be sada by the SAGE Project Direc:ors :o each contact person. the
purpose of these calls if co respond to any concerns or questions, co emplaio furmner :rat scooe
of the task. and co discuss the proposed procedures and schedules.

C. A letter will then be sent co the concoct person. confirming :he arranganancs nada ia the
telephone call.

D. Twe or three days before the dace-gachertng will begin, :he contact parson wilt be called :0
determine if changes must be sade La the schedule.

I. Upon arrival for the first data-lachering sussion. tne Projec: Co-directors will =etc first
with the contact person. The sleeting =mild focus on :ma task needs, but one Projecc C0-direc-
tors numo stress flexibility in sr:anti:A and scheduling anpointments wiih survey staff. A
revised schedule well be discrebuted co all survey scoff.

On nla ==ran daY of Ohs wieit. cne SAGE stiff will meet with one or :ore ;roues of survey staff
to ciecuse the general purpose of the eveluation. :he roreose *f tne Steele; Is 00 familia:ice
: nu SAGE staff vs= tne survey staff and to allow survey scat: :a ;et :0 kaow tne SAGE staff_

:. AS natertals are weloped ftr the profile. :nay jill. be tiscributed co :he aeoreortate survey
staff for =sir ccamence.

i. Following ;reparation Of :Ns profile retort. tho ftoOft. actormanied Of A orief 31111=ary., w1:: :0t ant ...... e__ _



5. Specific Processes to be Examined

A preliminary list of the processes involved in surveys and their

potential problems appears below. During the planning stages, we intend

to be as comprehensive as possible in investigating error sources in terms

of data availability as well as error sources which cannot feasibly be

quantified.

In general, survey elements and potential error components to be

investigated would include the following, depending on relevance to the

subject surveys:

a. Development of the frame (cnmpleteness and accuracy even if
the survey is intended for 100 percent coverage)

b. Sample design (variance and potential bias)

c. Substitution design and procedures

d. Handling of nonresponse

e. Preparation of the survey form (wording and formatting)

f. Data collection procedures (e.g., timing, use of mail,
phone or personal interview)

g Validation or evaluation design and process (including
sampling error for the validation sample)

h. Determination of response error, error correlation, and
bias (with identification of compensating effects of errors
and differences resulting in measures of "gross" and "net"
error)

i. Editing, transcription, imputation, and other processing
procedures, as relevant, both at the state level and the
federal level

j. Interpretation of findings

The intertwining of the survey elements listed above and the survey

components presented in Figure 1 results in specific questions to be asked

of each survey. The answers to these questions will provide the

information needed for the error profile.

Survey objectives

What were the information needs leading to the mandate for this
survey?

-7-
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What were the major objectives of the survey?

How were these objectives developed? What level of effort was allo-
cated for the development of the survey objectives?

What was the match between the information needs and the survey
objectives?

Sampling

Wbat level of effort was allocated to the sampling? Was this
adequate?

What is the "complete" universe? How is it defined? What was the
operational universe? How was it defined?

What differences occurred between the "complete" and the operational
universe?

What was used as the sampling. frame?

Did the sampling frame cover the operational universe?

What types of units were likely to be omitted or duplicated? For
what reasons did this undercoverage or overcoverage occur?

Was a probability sample drawn? What was the model that was used?

What procedures were used to handle nonresponse?

What was the precision of the estimates?

Was the sample size adequate to provide data to meet the survey
objectives?

How was the sampling carried out? and who supervised it?

Did the sampling procedures follow the model? Were substitutions
used? If so, how were they implemented?

Measurement instruments

What level of effort was devoted to questionnaire and other instrument
development? Was this adequate?



How well did the items in the questionna±re -ddress the survey objec-
tives? Did these items produce the needed information?

Did pretesting of the questionnaire take place? What were the results?
How were the results used in the development of the final question-
naire?

How well were the needed variables translated into questionnaire items?

Were the respondents informed of the reason for the survey and asked
for their cooperation?

(If respondents received the questionnaire) Was the format pleasing?

Was the language appropriate for the target respondents?

Were the instructions and questions clear and understandable? Were
there any procedures or operations for clarifying difficult terms?

Were respondents asked to provide information requiring long recall
periods, inferences, or guessing?

Was there a high nonresponse rate to any of the questions? For what
reasons did the nonresponses occur?

Were any sensitive questions asked? What procedures were used to
lessen the respondents sensitivity?

(If part of a recurring survey effort) To what extent were items
maintained as comparable with previous surveys?

Data collection

What was the level of effort allocated to data collection? Was this
adequate?

What method was used to collect the data--personal visit, telephone,
or mail? Would some other method have been preferable?

Were any stuilies conducted to determine whether the collection method
influenced the data? What were the results? How were the results
used either to improve data collection or to improve data analysis?

What provisions were made for follow-ups, or callbacks? Were these
adequate?

Were proxy respondents used? How were they selected?

Was there a verification and quality control program for the data
collection? What were the results? To what extent wete the results
used to improve the data collection effort?



(For methods using interviewers) What kinds of interviewer capabili-
ties would have been ideal? How were the interviewers selected? What
were their qualifications?

How were interviewers trained and supervised?

Were training guides and manuals available to guide interviewers?

Codino.

What level of effort was allocated to coding? Was this adequate?

What kinds of coder capabilities would have been ideal?

How were coders selected? What were their qualifications?

How were coders trained and supervised?

Was a quality control procedure used for the coding operation?

How were the results of the quality control procedures conveyed to the
coding staff?

Was there any evaluation of the accuracy of coding?

Whac was the level and pattern of coding errors?

What level of effort was allocated to editing? Was this adequate?

Was there a formal editing process? How was it handled?

What range checks were made for data items?

What consistency checks or relational edits were made?

Imputation

What level of effort was allocated to imputation? Was this adequate?

How were out-of-range and inconsistent data handled?

What were the frequency and charact:ristics of noninterviewed cases?
How were they accounted for?

What was the frequency of item nonresponse? How was it handled?



Were data imputed for missing values? If so, what procedures were
used?

What was the effect of the selected procedure on the published results?

Weighting and Estimation

What weighting procedures were used?

What estimation procedures were used?

How well do the estimates reflect the survey design? Are possible
biasing effects acknowledged?

Data analysis and interpretation

What level of effort was allocated to data analysis and interpretation?
Was this adequate?

Were any methodological studies undertaken to measure variance and
bias or to compare alternative techniques? If biases were identified,
how were they handled?

What analysis procedures were used?

Were variances estimated for the major statistics?

Were the analyses appropriate?

Were the generalizations and inferences justifiable?

To what extent do the results and generalizations address the
information needs and survey objectives?

The following section provides details on selected aspects of the

survey process for the two surveys.

6. The Two NCES Surveys

HEGIS Fall Enrollment Survey

Completeness and accuracy of the frame. This survey is intended to be

a census of instiutions of higher education, and thus all community or

two-year colleges, four-year colleges, and universities that have been

accredited and have separate FICE codes at the time of survey should be

included in the survey. A potential source of error is the possible



omission of some eligible institutions from the survey (perhaps as the

result of the time lag of the list of institutions). Also, some institu-

tions may have appeared more than once on the mailing lists, possibly

because of new organizational arrangements within universities. Thus, we

will examine whether any eligible Institutions were omitted or duplicated,

and if so, how many and what impact their omission or duplication may have

on survey results.

Another potential source of error is related to the classification of

institutions. Enrollment data frequently are presented by type of institu-

tion (i.e., two-year, four-year, university) and control a institution

(i.e., public and private). Misclassification may have occurred because of

a change in the institution (e.g., from a two-year to a four-year school).

Thus, we will examine enrollment reports of institutions noted as having

been misclassified, and if so, how the misclassification arose. In the

process of examining the misclassifications, we will document how often the

list of institutions in the frame is updated, what is done to keep track of

classification changes, and how these practices could affect enrollment

figures.

Survey form. The survey form consists of tables for institution

personnel to fill in enrollment data by student categories (see Attachment

A). The potential problem posed by this survey is related primarily to

1) the student level classification scheme (e.g., first-time freshmen,

unclassified 'students, etc.), 2) definition of "fall" enrollment, especi-

ally in relation to timing, 3) definition and classification of full-time,

part-time students and of full-time equivalents, 4) classification, in

terms of ethnicity, and 5) curricular field.

As shown in the HEGIS validation study (Peng, 1979), a substantial

proportion of institutions had difficulty providing required data because

of different record-keeping systems used by the institutions. Institutions

also inconsistently interpreted "fall" enrollment. Some institutions

reported peak enrollment, while others reported a kind of net enrollment

after the allowed add-drOp period. Thus, in addition to examining the

clarity of directions for completing the form, the process profile needs to

consider and document the extent of classification problems for each

student category and the consistency of definitions used by institutions.

-12-
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The discussion in the previous paragraph indicates the need for a

distinction between an "error" and a "difference." An "error" can arise

from a mistake in interpreting or recording information. For example, the

institutional representative may miscount the number of full-time students.

A "difference," on the other hand, can arise from institutional practices

inconsistent with the REGIS form requirements or with other institutions.

In this sense, a "difference" may arise in a situation where a concept can

be interpreted by the respondent as having an alternative meaning to the

one intended. Both need to be identified and discussed when preparing a

process or error profile, and from the point of view of measuring accuracy

of the data, both are "errors."

Another potential problem lies in the use of alternative survey forms.

Currently, institutions are required to complete a card form.during the

odd-numbered years and a detailed form during the even-numbered years. The

detailed form requires institutions to provide enrollment data by major

curricular fields, such as biological sciences, business, and management.

The card form, however, does not include this breakdown. The process pro-

file will examine the extent to which the alternate forms caused problems

and the level of accuracy of data by curricular field presented in the

detailed form.

Many of the potential problems mentioned above may vary by type of

institution. For example, Peng (1979) found that more two-year colleges

than four-year colleges expressed difficulties in completing the survey

form. Following a recommendation from the Peng (1979) study, NCES has

instituted the use of separate forms for two-year and four-year institu-

tions. Thus, the process profile should separately document errors in

reporting that arise among the various types of institutions using differ-

ent forms.

Data collection procedures. In providing the kinds of data required

by the survey, various activities take place at the institution, state, and

federal levels. At each institution, activities include compiling, editing,

verifying, and transcribing the data. The complexity of those activities

depends on the size of the institution, its record-keeping system (i.e.,

type of student information in its basic files), and whether the system is

computerized. Almost all states have coordinators to collect HEGIS forms

for institutions receiving federal funds. The activities at the state

19



level sometimes include verifying and editing the data provided by each

institution, and some coordinators compile summary REGIS reports for the

state for all reporting institutions. On the other hand, some state

coordinators act only as collecting and forwarding agents. When the survey

forms reach NCES, the forms are edited, coded, and keyed to the computer

files. Certain follow-up procedures may be applied by NCES to obtain

missing data or to resolve inconsistencies in data provided by the state

coordinators and institution personnel. (It has been reported that there

is considerable turnover among persons responsible for preparing REGIS

reports. For this reason, followup has sometimes been difficult and

unproductive).

Because of the complex processes required to obtain enrollment data,

the probability of problems or errors is enhanced. Thus, for the develop-

ment of a process profile, even though error may not be quantifiable, all

potential sources of error should be examined carefully and pointed out,

specifically:

a. Data compilation process and operational errors at the
institution level

b. Data preparation process at the state level, including data
compiling, verifying, and editing procedures

c. Data processing at the federal level, including data edit-
ing and quality control procedures

In addition, the effects of the timing of the survey, the due date of the

survey, the effects of changes introduced by REGIS coordinators at the

state level and the effects of difficulties in followup should be examined.

Since the problems or errors that occur at the different levels will have

different implications for improving the survey and for data users, they

will be discussed separately.

Editing and imputation. For various reasons, such as unavailability

of data, some institutions fail to provide information for certain student

categories. To fill In these nonresponses after a follow-up has been unpro-

ductive, NCES applies imputation procedures. The process profile should

examine the extent of, and possible reason for, such nonresponses. The

profile should also include a description of the imputation procedures and

a discussion of the potential biases or other errors resulting from impu-

tation. In doing this, we will test the imputation procedures. First we
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will identify the characteristics of the nonrespondents. A random sample

will be selected of the respondents who possess characteristics similar to

the nonrespondents. The sample size of these respondents will be of the

same magnitude as the original nonresponse rate. The data from the selected

respondents will be treated as if they were nonrespondents. Similarly, the

imputation procedures can be tested by dropping selected key items from

properly completed forms and using the imputation procedures. This testing

will indicate (1) the extent to which the imputed data approximates the

reported data, and (2) the accuracy and potential biases that result in the

estimates for the total sample.

Another test of the success of the imputation procedure involves com-

parison of the data from an institution across several years. Although an

institution did not respond one year, it may have provided data during

'other years. Thus, it will be possible to compare the imputed data for the

nonresponse year with the data received from the institution in the pre-

vious year.

Another test of the success of the imputation procedure is to go back

to the nonrasponding institution and attempt to obtain figures in question.

Where there is item nonresponse in HEGIS, and the institution sends in a

reporc form, the missing piece of information may be causing a reporting

problem for the institution. A limited follow-back effort can assist in

identifying such reporting problems. This can be done as part of the

current survey effort or as part of a previons survey effort (though, it

must be recognized that gathering enrollment data about previous years

would be extremely difficult and. expensive).

Estimate of overall nonsampling errors. One of the goals of develop-

ing a process profile is to quantify nonsampling errors. For some types of

nonsampling errors, ulethods may be developed to improve the accuracy of the

data. For most surveys, such a goal is not feasible because the required

data are not available. Fortunately, the previous HEGIS Post-Survey Vali-

dation Study collected a considerable amount of data on nonsampling errors

which will be used in the process profile. The total error estimates will

give the data users an indication of the accuracy of the enrollment data.

Interpretation of findi :s. We will examine the appropriateness of

presentation, the adequacy of data given to users, and whether proper

cautions about data use are included.
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aecent College Graduates Survey

Sample design. This survey uses a two-stage sampling design. The

first stage is selection of institutions, and the second stage is selection

of graduates from those institutions. Each stage requires the construction

of a sampling frame involving several stratification variables. The data

for constructing the first stage sampling frames was nrovided by NCES (i.e.,

from the HEGIS file), and the data for the second stage sample selection

was obtained from institutions through the mail, telephone calls, and site

visits.

Several components of the sample design need to be enamined in order

to identify potential problems. These components are:

a. The completeness and accuracy of data sources for selectina
sample graduates. While the list of institutions from the
HEGIS survey is probably highly accurate, the information
about graduates provided by institutions may be subject to
substantial errors. We need co examine, for example,
whether the list of graduates is up-to-date and verified
and whether information about the types of degrees and
curricular majors, as well as pertinent demographic data,

-are accurate.

b. Sampling frame. The study will focus on the identification
of the limitations of the sampling frames for this survey.
By careful review in the light of the sample design, we
may, for example, discover whether any groups of graduates
have not been covered adequately. In particular, we will
want to know whether there is any over-coverage or under-
coverage of certain types of graduates, and if so, what
impact it has on survey results. Based on the study
results, some alternatives or modifications for the design
may be suggested.

c. Procedures for sample selection. The review of the proce-
dures will include quality control of the selection pro-
cess, particularly the selection of graduates. In other
ords, we will determine the ez.tent to which the selection

was carried out in accorde.7.ae with the selection procedures
planned for the survey. Of course, ve may find that the
selection procedures were different from what was planned,
but that these modifications were taken into account in the
weighting, estimation, and analysis.

Survey_formo The RCG survey questionnaire is both long and complicated

(see Attachment B). Several areas will be examined to identify potential

problems. The first is the quality of response as measured by completeness

-16-
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and consistency, in relation to questionnaire wording and format, instruc-

tions to respondents, and questionnaire length. We will want to consider

the extent to which respondents may have failed to follow the instructions

correctly, anc whether respondents interpreted them in a consistent

manner. The types of errors, however, will be difficult to quantify and

thus, we will focus on only a few key variables:

a. number of newly qualified teachers, including areas of
specialization (question #36 in 1978 survey)

b. major and subspecialty (question #3 in 1978 survey)

c. levels and fields of certification (question #40 in 1978
survey)

Another potential area of error is the nature of information to be

collected. For example, sensitive questions may be viewed as threatening.

Respondents may fake or r$,tonalize their responses to such questions, thus

adversely affecting the accuracy of survey results. It will be important

to ascertain whether such problems may have occurred, and if so, whether

there ts any alternative wording or format that can be used to improve the

quality of such data.

The third area of interest is the issue of questionnaire compara-

bility. Since the survey is repeated periodically, it is important to

maintain comparability for a core of questions so that changes and trends

over the years can be measured. On the other hand, it is necessary to

change some questions to reflec, changing circumstances. Thus, the study

will examine the nature and extent of comparability in the survey instru-

ments to be maintained and the effect of any existing incomparability on

analyses.

Data collection procedures. Data collection aPtivities begin with the

gathering ef lists of college graduates for sample selection from the

sample institutions. Once the sample of graduates has been selected,

questionnaires are mailed, and certain procedures are applied to follow-up

nonrespondents. Problems or errors can occur at many different points.

The following activities are suggested for review:

a. Institutional cooperation in the survey

b. Collection and verification of lists of college graduates

c. Mail survey receipt control procedures
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d. Training of field personnel (e.g., field and telephone
interviewers)

e. Telephone follow-up procedures

f. Field interview procedures

g. Quality control of data collection

Data processing. The returned questionnaires go through the following

processes: manual editing and coding, data entry, and machine editing.

The manual editing checks a questionnaire for completeness and consistency,

including the proper following of skip patterns. Questionnaires that fail

to pass the edit checks are given to survey supervisors to initiate proper

follow-up activities. Questionnaires that pass the edit checks are coded

according to a coding manual. During this process, incorrect codes may be

assigned as a result of the coder's carelessness, lack of knowledge of the

proper coding rules, or ambiguity of the coding specifications. The coded

questionnaires then are keyed, and a computer data file is prepared. In

general, the data entry process has been subject to 100 percent verifica-

tion. However, some errors may slip through the process. Once the

computer file is created, it goes through machine editing cycles to check

codes chat are out of the allowable range and to identify inconsistent

responses. The out-of-range codes and the inconsistent responses are

resolved, and the file then is updated to create the final file for

analyses. Potential errors may occur due to oversights in developing the

edit specifications.

In developing the ptocess profile for the survey, data coding and

editing processes will be examined carefully. The errors relating to

coding, keying, and editing will be quantified to the extent feasible.

Careful review of the procedures also may suggest whether modifications are

necessary to improve the quality control of data processing activities.

Estimation. A number of areas will be examined in relation to

estimation procedures. They include:

a. Institutional or individual nonresponse. Bias due to lack
of institution cooperation and to entire instrument
nonresponse will be considered.

b. Item nonresponse and imputation. We will examine the
extent of item nonresponse and potential error or bias due
to item nonresponse. If imputation for nonresponse is



applied, the imputation procedure will be reviewed, and
potential error will be identified.

c. Weighting procedures. The procedures will be checked for
accuracy and correctness of application.

d. Table-generating. Procedures to generate national statis-
tics, such as the number of newly-qualified teachers, the
proportion of graduates working full-time, and the propor-
tion of qualified teachers teaching full-time, will be
examined.

Interpretation of findings. In this area, we will focus on the appro-

priateness of the analysis method employed and the adequacy of the data

presented. In particular, we will examine whether the proper significance

test for group differences is included, whether the correct inferences are

drawn, and whether the potential effects of nonsampling errors are dis-

cussed. In general, these considerations will be limited to published

findings and analyses.

7. Data Sources

Data to be used for the development of process profiles may be obtained

from various sources. These sources are listed as follows:

REGIS Fall Enrollment Survey

a. Final report of the HEGIS Post-Survey Validation Study

b. Editing guidelines for respondents

c. Survey forms

d. HEGIS coordinators at the institution and state levels

e. NCES program personnel and relevant documentation

f. Data processing records (e.g., list of FICE codes, and
results of edit checks)

g. HEGIS Fall Enrollment publications

h. Project personnel at Value Engineering, the firm that
processes the data for NCES, and relevant documentation

Recent College Graduates Survey

a. Final report and other publications of the most relevant
survey (1977)
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b. Data file of the most recent survey

c. Re-interview data of the 1977 survey

d. Survey forms from all surveys

e. NCES program personnel aad relevant documentation

f. Personnel at the contracting firm that conducted the 1977
survey (NORC) and relevant documentation

g. Survey coordinators at the participating institutions

h. If feasible, survey respondehts

i. Evaluation results of other surveys of similar nature

8. Provisional Plan for the Re ort on Process Profiles

The two error profiles will be conducted simultaneously and will

follow the similar procedures. The reports on the two surveys will contain

the following elements:

a. Goals of the error profile study

b. Approach to the error profile study

1. Description of the selected survey

2. Identification of survey and aata collection procedures

3. Identification of potential sources of error associated with

each element of the survey and data collection procedures

4. Recommendations about ways to measure variances and error

5. Determination of feasibility for quantifying the extent of

error for each potential error source

6. Description of limitations of the survey data

7. Description of the potential usefulness of total error

estimate in analysis and for improving future survey design

and procedures

c. Results

d. Recommendations
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
EDUCATION DIVISION

WASHINGTON. O.G. 20202
HIGHER EDUCATION GENERAL INFORMATION SuRVEY IHEGIS X1111

FALL. ENROLLMENT AND COMPLIANCE REPORT
OF INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCI-TION, 1978

PLEASE
READ

disTeuCTICHS
BEFORE

COMPLETING
Tins Forth,.

FORM APROVEO
OMS NO. SI -eons

I. INSTITUTION c:oe Nv.se

2. DUE DATC

Nat later than November 15. 1978

NoTtm This moon is mandatory only.for chows insntetions subject
to thc requirements of Tide VI of the Civil Risitts Act of 1944 and
Title IX of die Slut:Mon Amcnalmenu of 1972. For the other Insti-
tutions. it is 'plummy. See past 2 for further information.

PIcaw supply all thr identtlyine information regulated on this pace.When the survey form has been commuted. flc.w return it caneroircctly to Depurtnwnt of lkalth. Educatton. and Welfare. Edii.:ation
Divtsion. Nattonal Center (or Education Stausact. ArN: Room ;073
HEC1S. COO Muyland A%*.inue. SW.Was:moon. D.0 20202. or to meHEW coordinator. If Shute la 3 HEC1S coordinator In your State.3. NANE AHO HAILING ADDRESS OF INSTITUTION Olt CAHOUS COVERED ST THISREPORT (maiHe. cum. Siam. *ma ZIP "'VW 4. NAME AND TITLE OF RESPONDENT

5. TELE PNONE NuAIAER OF RESPONDENT lir...Ical ame stena.ror)

PLEASE Heft THAT EACH INSTITUTION. :BRANCH. CAMPUS OR OTHER ENTITY SEPRATELT CERTIFIED SY THE AC:REOITTIDNAND INSTITUTIONL ELIGISILITY ursIT OF TNE U.S. OPPCE OF !DUCA TiON. wiT4 IT'S .":,4 FICE D. AND LisTE: SE PRA TEL.'IN THE EDUCATION DIRECTORY . PUMICE EDUCATION. SHOULD SE REPORTED 004 SE A RA 7! SURVEV 'ORM FRO NOTOR =AWNED WITH ANY OTNER SUCH CERTIFIED UNIT. BRANCHES. CAmPuSES. NC CTNER DROANIEATIONAL ENTITIES NOTSEPARATELY CERTIFIED SHOULD OE INCLUCC: WITH THE APR/KIM:sit trisTITuTION CR SRANCr4 REPORT. le SUCH RE INCl.41D-E0 tri THIS REPORT. PLEASE LIST TriEW SELOw.

et 0T Foe
rails %mit iNCL120*

CD IN Tana
It IvoitT*

.
limas OF SNANCH ANotot OTHER CANM1S Ata0wE53 later. Sow:. anti .411. rose)

: yes
-

.........
.. eta 7-nom71

....

;Tea jatia .
.

7. IF THE EDUCATIONL ORCANIZTION OR ENTITY CDVERED ST THIS SURVEY REPORT IS PART OF muLTi.CAmAuSiT:T,OR PRT OF A STSTEN OP INSTITUTIONS. PLEASE E.- TER THE Name OF THE INSTITUTION OR SYSTEM BEI.OW.IF NO1' PPLICASLE. :HECK HUE :;

DEFINITIONS

muLlICAMPUS INSTITUTION. An argseiratton bearing a mum-
Mance to an instnotionat iyoein. but unequivocally demsnated as a
single institution with either of two.: orpniaationai unictures; (I) an
institution haring IFF0 Ot Mae bampusss responsake to a alltall ad-
ministration terhich cinttel admmiltranon may Or Pay nal he lo-
cated on one of as acImmutrativaly Wag tamPoloa) or al an insti-
tution having a main campus with one or More branch campuses at-
tached to it.

MAIN CAMPUS. In thou institutiOrts comprised of a main campus
and one or more branch campuses, the main campus isomenmes
called the parent instituuoni is usually the locatton of the core. pri-
mary, or most comprehensive program. Unless the institution-wide
or cahoot admIniurative office for such institutions is reported to be

a different locauon. the men campus is also Ine location of the
eentrul cdministrann office.

milm-,.

BRANCH CAMPUS. .k campus of an instuutlon of mener touea-
uon which is organged on a relatively pwrnancnt oasis 11.5.. rias a
relatively permanent admintsuitIon). whien offers an organized
program or prOgraMs of work of at least 2 years (as opposed to
camera and "Mich is located in a community different from that
in which its parent institution is located. To be considered in a Qom .
munity different from mat of the parent institution, a branch Mall
be located beyond a reasonable commuung dreamt from the main
campus of the punt institution.

INSTITUTIONAL SYSTEM A complec of two or more Institu-
tions of higher educatton. each separately organized or Independent-
ly commeet. under the control or supernuon of a uncle atamintstn-
nye body.

CA FORM 23004.3. 7172 1PM Callow Ai& 561 mitPl.ACIS OE Pranat ::00.2.3. Cm. v.pllo, if OBSOLETE
1
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VOLUNTARY VERSUS REQUIRED REPORTING

'!"Sis survey constitutes an integral part or the comprehensive system of statistics on hi;her education
collected by the National Center for Education Statistics(NCES) as part of tb- `;f'.*.er Education Gene-
ral Information Survey (HMS).

In recent years. for the purpose of enforcing compliance with Federal regulations impiem, .n; civil
righ4 laws applicable to institutions of higher education, the Office for Civil Rignts !OCR) has been col-
(acting similar enrollment data on a mandatory basis.

In order to lighten the burden on reporting institutions by eliminating the considerable duplication of
effort in reporting enrollment data to two separate agencies. the two surveys have been combined Lin)
this sin* questionnaire and integrated into the HEGIS program.

Completion or this questionnaire it mandatory for all institutions of higher educanur. which receive. are
applicants for, or expect to be applicants for Federal financial assistance as clamed th the Department
of Health. Education and Welfare (HEW) refutation imeilementing Title VI (45 CFR SO.13). or as de-
fined in ti:y HEW regulation implementing Title IX. (See also the Instructions for completing this
questionnaire.)

Those htstitutions to which the regulations do not apply are nut required to complete this questionnaire.
However, it is hoped that institutions not subject to these provisions will voluntarily complete tile en-
tire survey-or at least the Summary page-in order that the data may represent the entire universe of
higher education. AS a minimum NCES requests that institutions complete columns l.". through IS on
the Summary page in order to enable NCES to continue to provide basic enrollment data servIng the
needs and interests of the higher education comtnity.
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NOTE.

INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS

The card that forms the back cover of this report is for the convenience of remoncients in providing preliminary dam for a prepuoiteation
release. The bottom half of the taro is a selfmiaiier that can be

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

nvoireau the ..omplewil court Pefurc returnine it to the Nattonal Center
um tees:anon Statasties.

This report mould inelude only cullep..-level students taking work creditable
toward a tuie.heior's Ut roper u.wlvv ur some outer timnal recopmen below
the Damalaursote.

If euet counts are leekine for a particular catesury of students mat should
be reported. ineluile an estimate for that group.

Do NOT till out separate forms tor cetanson tangos.' Onty caMbilscs with
mot own 1 Ir i code nunthery Mould he repartee on separate euestionnaires.
kiteroson stud(nte Unpile' be reported on me form ior the main sumps.

01) NOT include in this report:

tat Students in noneredit adult causation counes.

IbI Students taking clearers at home by mail. radio. of telornion.

Ic) Students enrolled only for **thou Courses."

len Auditors.

te i.Studetitt studyin; abroad ir thot enrollment 2t the reperong Manor
non is only an administrative raked and tile tee is only nominal.

if) Students in zny tinned rampus or entention venter in a foreign
country.

(pi Hip school students taking cadges:wines.

itt Students known to be enrotled coneurrently at enamor colter or
university. if me tatter still report their enrollment Ito ervul doulde.
monthly. Norinelly. the inatuutien that will eventually pint the de-
pot should smart the student's anmdment.

NOTE. vw MestrI vow the offender sunrise. report no dig emestionnetre
boar those students eneohnl anti ohlr thaw cersitt-hows hem cowed air.
toe the FALL ran
If you need CLARIV1CATION Ut any ttem on the quationnatte that per.
tains to fall enrollment. please call the Surrey Dilutor. Dr. Andrew J.
PIMA. NeES. 1202) 1454392. in Wasnington. D.C. 20202. Any titles.
mins enncerntne the raerALetnnte rateennes or major fields le Study
thould be diretied us. Ms. Carol Camnoell. Office tor Mil Rahn.
12021 245-7420. in Skaallineton. D.C. 20201.

MAJOR FIELDS OF STUDY AND CORRUPONCIING MAJOR FIELD
CODES.

rhe lis,in Canoe identifies wlecturt cusiepofles f mew fields of study, and
tnee correspondine c04.N. Thew were taken direetly from the HEWS Tat.
nnomy of Insauesnanal Iltuezams in MOM Education end sits:spied into Me
fields limed. The lind name and eortritionding code numeer nave pen pre-
pnnted in the uptier lettMand :Inner of ganat pap. If your instituaiun isin no
students enrolled in an of the amen:lied fields. dint the Dos as mdwated.
Steatite emitted in Me fields of Dentistry. SledisMe vetennarr slab-
dire and Law ate not to be reported as uniletrieduate of palmate stu-
dents but only as Fint-Professional students StudentS in Men prm .
stami requirine only 4 nr S yeati beyond high whonl should be wan-
ed as undergraduates in the appfuptiate fields.

0100 - Apo:enure and Natural Resourers
0200 - Arehtteeture and Environmental Design
0600 - ?menet:a
135(111 noisiness and Manasement
OWNI - Engineentig
1204 - Dentistry
1206 Medicine
12111 - Vetennan Medicine
14013 - Low
19013 Physical Ssaimera

OE POAM 2300.2.3, 7178 Ilrhe Control No. MI

detacned without loosening tne pages of the report

9004/ ..-1 zita ...as...A a
9999 summarj korai s,:ouansenri. to scrzra:: tin ....

et the Manse 1414. or surrlieids listed abo, c. :Omelet: Mu Surnilia;;.
report winch aerrptia, the enr011illent data on the Individual ticisi
report..

.Colurnn IS will be erimpleted ONLY ror the Summan report.
Individual reports NOT snow data an eolumn I.

FILING INSTRUCTIONS - COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS.

'flee VI of the Civil Rients Act of 1964 requires that recipients st Federal
financed assistance offer trim benefits and services without reprd to race.
color, or national engin. Title IX of me Edueatton Amendments of 1972
requites that the benefits and services or reurfal4 asserted edurationel pro-
/mune and activities be offered. with .artaan eecations. nondpennonatore
ly on trw basis of sex. This report is one indicator utilized t1' Inc ()like
for aril Payhts iii uzrning uut tts responstbalitscs to cen6 cumulus:14e
aim TitleVI and ittle IX. .AIso applicable 4re Section 799.A. Part H.
Title VII and Section 645. Part C. Title VIII of tne Public Heelth Sernee
Act of 1972.

This report to be filed by all insututtuns of hiper caucation which recline.
tie appiscants for. or expect to oli applicants for Fedurai financial assistanee
at defined in the Department of Ileutih. F.ducation. and welfare Reeulanur.
implonlenstne Title VI 145 CFR d0.1.11. or as defined in any Department at'
HseLUt. Eslutauon. and Welfare Regulation implernenung Tiue IX. If your
inautinion does not fall Into any of tnew categories. please inform us oi gni<
Last.

Section 110.ottsi of the Repletion implementing Tine VI. set furtn !setae.
and sundat provisions of the Tule VI Rgyulations of other Federal ceencies.
autnorite collection of this mfurmation:

80.6 Campania information
Dl COITIMsenue replete**

Leen remprent shall keep such tonnes and submit to tne responsiote De-
partment official or his designer ortioy. complete and accurate cornett.
area mons et Men times, and in such form and containing alah infer.
mation. an the responsible DePertment official or nis stesignee May deter-
mine tO be nevestary to eneole nom to ascertant whether the recipient
hal complied or I. eomplying wijn this part. 1.or esamme. reoillenti
should have avadable tot tne Department ractat ansi cootie dila .nowint
the extant to amen memaers of rntnoriey patios are benetieuries sif ono
participants in federallj.assisme progtams. In the ease of ens (quer=
under wino ennui's reciatent estenas Federal financial assistanee io
any otner to:intent. %eh inner reetenent shall also wornit suer% cumin-
arwe reports to the pottery recipent as May be neceniary to enable Me
primary recipient to cony out its ooligations under this part.

Fact institution of hipter ediwatioe. as wel1 as eaert sedatitely eertified
branch umnpu. /with in (11171 F/CE Lode nuisiner. that is tublect tr. tne Hhu
civil npus replations cued abose is moulted to eumplete a separate iatlinti-
allee report for certain selected major fields listra meltsues ai indteated in ine
upper teftmand earner ot cacti Per.

RACIALirne:IC CATEGORIES.

The following live rautalkthme categc.,:ies Aft utilized in me server

Black Non-Hispanic
Amernan Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian or Pamtic islander
Hispanic
White Non-18spanic

La &alarmist. nun-resident aliens. i.e.. thaw illettillers Of the albrernentteMed
pomp who have not been admitted to the United States fur permanent
residence. mould be separately identified as a sistri category: the non-resi-
dent alias are not separately requested be racial/ethnic group, but only in
totals.

The definitions for mese eategortes Ate:

Noe-resident alien. A person who is not a rotten of the United
Statm and wno as in thus country on a temporary basis and does nor

AaPLACts GE 2300.2.. err7 wmucm is OBSOLETE

3 3



have tne right to remain indefinitely. Resident aliens. nOn-Cillien%
who have even lawfullv Jdmitted for permanent residence land ..4tO

lierIJ I -rrt. n tent tlIrn I.1 .; ). ate to he ismorted In the approurt-
atc racial ethnic itatcgorws along with ljnited StateS ettizens. Non.
resident aliens an: to he rported ..ertantitiy. in the columns Provided.

rather than in any of tne ;Ise ructalietnnic 4a:slants which

Black Nun-Hispanic. A person havine toriyins in any iir the
bkael. racial stoups of An11:31.

Amettean Indian or Alastun Native. Spefltifl harm; ungins
in any of the grit:trial rigouts.% of North AinerICa. and who
maantatris cultural identtileation through tribal affiliation or
commit Mty meinnitsom

Asian oe Pacific Islander. A person haying Origift3 in any of
the original puppies oi the fat haat. Southeast Asia. the
indkan subcontinent. or the Pacitle Istanos. This area in-
cludes. fur exampte. China. India. Japan: Korea. the Philip.
pine Itilanos. and Samoa.

Hispanic. A person of Mexican. Puerto Rican. Cuban. Cen-
tral or South Amentan or other Spanish CUltUre Or origin,
tegardless of Mee.

White Non-Hispanic. A person havine origins in any of the
oruttnal peoples of hurope. North Africa. or in the Nliddle
East.

Rdetallethntc designauons as used in this stoves dO not denote anenttfie
defouttoto of antonspolopeal onytns. I.or the wane of Mt% rettOrt.
student may be inciumte in Inc poup to waigh he Or Me appears to Isc-
long. identifies grim or is monied in the community as beionpng.
However. no pirson nnay he counted in more Mon oat ramaffainnw
group.

The manner of eolleettny the hunalierhme Information is left to the dis-
cretion of the institution provicied that the system enicit is establishect re-
sults in reasonably *mutate data. One aseeptable mined is a properly con-
trolled system of postomrollment witf-identtlicatioll by students- If a rIlf-
idennfisation method ts unused. a vents:anon procedure ta ascertun the
comPletoness and as-curacy of student sobinnsiont mould also be employ-
ed wnere feasible. in ordt:r to Provide reasonably lei:mate uata. the ire:u-
nlace may require students to complete a questtonnaire andior identify
themselves by name or otherwise +nen providing information. The fact
mat the information is bong Warred to commy won Title VI of Me
C3.11 Itithts At of 1964 and Title IX of the litigation Amendments of
197: may be disveminated in the manner and to tne estent mat the
administratton deems appropriates.

of Firirnoss

UNDERGRADUATES. Students enrolled in a .14 or 5-year bachelor's dame
Progthm. in an associate depes program. or in a vocational or teehnhal pro-
gram that is normally tinning and results in formal recogmuon below the
baccalaureate.

Cl.ASS LZVEL. %%weer fint-year. teeond-yeat. alt. should be determined
in a Imolai. consistent. and identifiable way UsuaLly. a student's class level
would be based an the propunnan of total requirements he has ooutned
',mai the completion oi we Ucproa propam in IYMCA Oa Is MOON& =Ord.
Mg to the number of years normally mimed to obtain them.

FIRST-11ME F £SIIMVt. Fauna, fhwomon who have not promously
:mike ANY college. Include studentS minified in the fall ten who attended
college for the first ttme in tne summer of I97e. Also include students who
entered with advanced standing !collar Credits caned Wore pidnenon
from high rehoodi at the frogman lewn.

OTHER FIRST-YEAR. I IrNi-S car Students wise entered the intittation
fore the summer o IV&

UNCLASSIFIED STUDENTS. \ ot tanilidat e. ior a il:y":1e or forr-..
award. although 13I.Ing in relsuar et:tun:se:1M

UND1 Itt:ltAUL'A Tr LLyl L. Includg hui is not limited (,
Aro 11:111.1 cannot he classified by class standing: for esaniple.
students. Alto, Ms:hided are studenoc whn altgady haw hat.heun's
or ;Alburtis helow the hawe3lauterte hut are taking cOurw.- al tr.: 'ante le..
or lower. Included also are "tees:tat students- and toaenets taeang adds-

clonal undergraduate courses for certtfli=tion.

POSTBACCALAUREATE LEVEL Inenados but ts not limited to
'specall" and other students taints; lint-professional or gradaate courses
but who are not woriung toward a degree.

FIRSTIROFESSIONAJ.STU:'ENTS. Students enrolled in ;professional
=opt or program which required St least 2 academe sears of college work

for entrance and a total of at lull e years for a deeree. Report onli studentI
in mow first-proinsional depee propams in tne field of rherliemr. law. an.;

theoloyy specified in Pan A fit NCI.S I tam 2200-2.1. Degrees .nd
Other hartnal Awards Conierred. 5tudents in. urostrom, restuirmi %%my
4 Or $ years beyunJ lis1th schtsul muulti he reuortesi as unueaa..aates.
and not in the rust-prvessiorial

GRADUATE srnExrs. Students wno now In e bachelors or first-profcs-
trona! depot. or equivalent. and are working toward 3 Master's vr doctor'.

degree.

FIRST-YEAR. Graduate students wno have completed less man one
fa you Of required graduate study.

BEYOND THE FIRST YEAR. All graduate students who hae zom-

putted at least one full year of graduate study. toward a Master*. Of

doetot's device.

FULL-T1ME STUDEVTS. Those venom academie load-caursework or omen
required activity is at least 75'1 of the normal full-time load.

FULL-11ME-EQWV AL.EiN1' MTV ENROLLMENT OF PART.TI \1E
STUDENTS. ('onvert part-time students flutes 15.23/ into full-ttme equiva.
lents by one of the (Wowing:

(1) Use a method almatly employed in your tnsututton to cori2u te
FTE's for some other purpose.

(21 Sum Me credit holm for ean-time students and dietde by :he nor-

mai full-time Credit-hoar load. (NORMAL. 1'1:U.-TIME CR i jIT-
HOUR LOADI is usually tletermtirea ny invading Me :ntal st:r!iser
of credits reClaireill for completely the prtigrom be the numeer .11

ternis normally required to alum them. Do not etotfuse this %inn

tie mimmum pumper o eredit-noun requtred for a mom :,
classified full-time i'/V: of 2 normal full-time loads. NOTL Divide

ny the normal, or average. full-tune load, not by the mintm.cm
full-time load. For most inmost:suns, this wsll bc IS aftitit.nctuts
(hot 12).

(31 morn a fractional value of full-ttme to each part-time student. so-
emplace to your trim:tenon. such as I le. 1 /3. or 112. Rementer mat
a student tams 3/4 /7.$.%) or mote of a normal full-time lose mould tn
els:rifled as a full-ume student.

28--
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wThe same format is used for:

0200 - Architecture and Environmental Design

0400 - Biological Sciences

0500 - Business and Management

0900 - Engineering

1204 - Dentistry

1206 - Medicine

1218 - Veterinary Medicine

1400 - Law

1900 - Physical Sciences

9000 - All Other
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ATTACHMENT B

Recent College Graduates Survey Questionnaire



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. NO WEI,P ARE
NATIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATION STATISTICS

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20202

SURVEY OF
RECENT COLLEGE GRADUATES

(NORC4268 2/78)
FORM APPROVED, OMB NO. 51S75067

NCEs FORM 238$, 2/78

FM CONTROL NO. 28

A LL INFORMATION WHICH WOULD PERMIT IDENTIFICATION OF INDIVIDUALS OR

INSTITUTIONS WILL BE REGARDED AS STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. WILL BE USED

ONLY FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE SURVEY AND WILL NOT BE DISCLOSED OR

RELEASED TO ANY OTHER GROUP OR INDIVIDUAL. EXCEPT AS PRONIDED BY THE

PRIVACY ACT OF 1974. ALL INFORMATION OBTAINEn BY THE SURVEY WILL BE

COMBINED AND REPORTED ONLY IN STATISTICAL FORM.



INSTRUCTIONS

Please follow thl procedures and instructions outlined below in answering
this questionnaire.

1. In completing this questionnaire, you will find two types of
questions:

a) Questions with numbers (codes) following the answer categories.
These questions should be answered by circling the appropriate
code.

FOR EXAMPLE: YES

NO 2

To insure that your anywer is not misread, it is important
that your circle is complete and does not overlap another
number.

Do nor circle more than one cmde for each question unless
otherwise instructed.

b) Questions that require you to supply a number or a name.
In such instancas, write the answer in the space provided.

FOR EXAMPLE: ENTER # MONTHS:
C?

2. The questionnaire is a carefully constructed series of related
questions; please answer all questions in the order they are

asked.

3. Please answer all questions unless otherwise instructed-. Ac many

points in the questionnaire, your answer to a question will deter-

mine whether you are to proceed to the next question or to skip it.

These instructions are located either:

a) next to the answer category and code,

FOR EXAMPLE: 42. Ois ?Pm ava taw Language fludativ ocher Mtn Entlisa?

SO/

TCS A - C

2.4=414= TO Q. 3

IP ViS:

A. What language ether than bullish dis ,ou speak . .

43. What ass TOW age on Teat loat dirthaaW!

b) or in bcoces befcmre or atter questions.

flOit EXAMPLE: 31. Wile rift waft 1001in far data prior to
POPeues, ii, Mt. did Tam tars Mao any jos

anima
T231 1 AS/

"itta1 fe 41. 31 ri

If there is no instruction, always proceed with the next ouestion.

In the preceding example, please note the numbers with slash marks

(e.g., 65/ ) next to each answer category. These numbers arc for

data processing purposes only and you should disregard them.



nEvAR isst NI UF sEALTN. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
NATIONAL. ChNTER CUR EDUCATION STATISTICS

WasruNnTON. 0.0. 20202
SURVEY OF RECENT COLLEGE GRADUATES

FORM APPROVED
OMR NO. 51.575067

,,rdism (.. "sir 1.4..(stals. am( rvvvial.11 III(? dercy at thy Iluctitutlott Stillwell below/. la this
111I4114111411111 COO feta.: I I. II IS N i i i . I Atii M A I I IIE NECESSARY CORRECTIONS.

.
I)

Yes. (

No. Incorrect

Please speoify the month and year
received the ahnve dearee.

oiMIM.

ENTIat MOM:

YEAR:

in which you

14-15/

16/
I

3. what was your sajor field of study and
subspecialty (if any) for this degree?

17-20/
21-24/

ENTER MAJOR FIELD:

SUBSPECIALTY (FOR EXAMPLE: ORGANIC CHEMISTRY,
EDUCATION OF THE DEAF, MECHANICAL ENGINEMING)

4. Wnrt you enrolled in a college or university during
the week oF February 12, 1978?

YES: FWIL-TIMI 1 25/

YES: PART-TINE 2

NO 3.4G0 TO Q. 8

Qs. 5-7 ALL REFER Tr+ THE PROGRAM YOU WERE ENROLLED IN
DURING THE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 12, 1978.

5. Dhring this enruliment, were you working towards

another degree?

YES: MASTER'S (Specify Field)

4101MMn
YES: PH.D. (Specify Field)

YES: !LH

YES: LAW

1 26/

2

3

4

YES: OTHER (Specify Degree and Field)

5

NO 6

27-28/

During :his enrollment, were you taking courses in
order to get. upgrade Ar maintain an elementary or
secondary school teaching license or certificate?
IF YES: Please indicate the level (e.g., ale-
smeltery) and field (e.g., art).

YES: (Specify bevel and Field)

NO

29/

30/

31-32/

NOES FORM 2335, 2/7E (PM Control No. 2111

-35-

. below is a list of various types of financial aid.
For the program you were enrolled in during the week
of February 12, 1978, please indicato for each type n
aid whether you received any such aid for amy period
of the current academic veer.

FELLOWSKIPS. SCHOLARSHIPS. GRANTS,
AND ASSISTANTSHIPS YES NO

Veteran's Administration War Orphana... 1 2 33

V. A. Direct benefit (C.I. lill) 2 34

Necionol Science Foundation 1 2 35

Public Health Service Student
Assiscaace 1 2 36

Teacher of the Randicapped Grans
(U.S. Office of Education, Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped) 1 2 37

Federal Work Study Program 1 2 38

.0ther Federal Grams: PLEASE SPECIFY

1 2 35

College or University fellowship,
scholarship or grant 1 Z 4.4

Assiststicsbip 1 2

State fellowship, scholarship or
grant 1

Other fellowship, scholarship or
grant: PLEASE SPECIFY

1 2

LOANS

National Direct Student Loan 1 2

Guaranteed Student Loan (IPISL) 1 2 4

Other Federal Loan: PLEASE SPECIFY

in/MM.
2 4

College or University Loan 2.. 4

State loan 2 4

Regular bank loal 2 4

Relatives or friends 2 3

Other loan: PLEASE SPECIFY

1 2

Where did you live during the week of
February 12, 19787

ENTER CITY:

STATE: -11Mi
REPLACES NCES FORM 2315, 7/76 WHICH IS ORSOLETE

4 1

523



were you employed Cur pay during the week of
February 12, 1978?

YES (includes compnrsrily
absent from, your job
because of vacac.ion,
illneas, had Wolithor

or striko) I 54/

NO (inciudes laid off) 2 40G0 TO Q. 28

: WOULD LIKE SOME INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRINCIPAL JOB
li'l HELD DURING THE WIER OF FEBRUARY 12, 1978 (REGARDLESS
! WHETHER YOU STILL HOLD TUT JOE).

i. Wes the principal job you held during the week of
February 12, 1978, that of an elementary or secondary
school teacher in either a public or nonpublic
school? PLEASE DO NOT INclum GUIDANCE COUNSELING
OR ADMINISTRATIVE JOBS IN SCROOLS.

TES 1 55/

NO 1-........0*C0 TO q. 19

1. Did you tesch full-tiee or pert-time? 56/

FULL-T/ME 1----ino To Q. 12

PART-TIME 2----IPANSWER. A and 1

IF PART-TIME:

A. Why did you teach part-time?

COULDN'T FIND A SATISFACTORY FULL-
TINE TEACHING JOB 1 57/

PREZERRED TO TEACH PART-TIME 2

GOING TO SCHOOL 3

OTHER: PLEASE SPECIYY

4

B. As of the week of February 12, 1978, had you
applied or were you planning to apply for a
full-cime teaching job for the 1978-49 school.

year? YES 1 58/

NO
. 2

12. Were you a substitute teacher?

YES 1 59/

NO 2

41. Did you teach in a public or non public school?

PUBLIC 1 60/

NONPUELIC 2

.14. At what level did you teach?

PREKINDERGARTEN 1 61/

KINDERGARTEN 2

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 3

SECONDARY SCHOOL . 4

OTHER: PLEASE SMUT
3

..........

0K(3%; 01 0 '

15. how many months prr yoar mutt yuu 'rusk nuder ynkif
:caching contract? IF YOU NAVE NO crINmxT,
CIRCLE "S."

9 mONTHS o2/

10 MONTHS 2

11 MONIES 3

12 MONTHS 4

NO CONTRACT 5

OTHER: PLEASE SPECIFY

6
NMIIM

16. A "self-contained" class is one having the same

teacher (or teeo of teachers) for all or moat of thy

daily school session. Most elementary, kindergarten

and prekindergarten classes are "self-contained"

classes.

Did you teach in a self-contained class? DO NOT

INCLUDE TEACHING SPECIAL CLASSES FOR THE

HANDICAPPED.

YES

NO

6.1/

1--4C0 TO Q.18

2 BEGIN
ncrtr 05

17. Please circle chili number for each field you were

teaching in this job. CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY.

ART 01 11-14/

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 02 15-16/

BUSINESS 03 17-18/

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 04 19-20/

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE 05 21-22/

FOREIGN LANGUAGES 06 23-241

GIFTED ADD TALUS= 07 25-26/

HEALTH 08 27-28/

HOME ECONOMICS (NON-OCCUPATIONAL) 09 29-20/

INDUSTRIAL ARTS 10 11-12/

MATHEMATICS 11 33-34/

MUSIC 12 15-36/

FE7SICAL SCIENCES 13 37-18/

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 14 39-40/

READING 15 41-42/

SOCUL SCIENCES/SOCIAL STUDIES 16 43-44/

VOCATIONAL EDUCAT/ON:

AGRICULTURE 17 45-46/

DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION 18 47-48/

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS: PLEASE SPECIFY

19 49-50/

OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 20 51-52/

OFFICE OCCUPATIONS 21 53-54'

TECHNICAL EDUCATION: PLEASE SPECIFY

22 55-56/
.4=1MMIIIIMMII

TRADE AND INDUSTRY: PLEASE SFICIFY

23 57-58:

OTHER: PLEASE SPECIFY

24 59-50i
AMINIMAIMMI=10.1. ..,

SPECIAL EDUCATION 25-"--*ANSwEP A-C

OTHER FMD: PLEASE SPECIFY
61-67/

2b

-36- 42



IF fOu wERE TZACNINC sPaCI'4 EDOCATIZId; A..:wgx A-C.
IF *a: ,1 ft *I

f vac?: :ype ol special
rc.eation student lisced
below please indickcs
whether you were teaching
this type of student in
thil job.

BEGIN
DECK 03

IN..wm. /iel. wiaMM11

IF ANSWER "1"
11.01===!M 11.

Plesfe ;neje/Ice the
degref 01 handicap
this type of student
had. CIRCLE ALL THAT
APPLY.

1.1ARNING 13/

''.r.ABLED YES....1 ---.-a,

NO

MINIIIIIONS

,;..NTALLY 17/

R ARDED YES....1

NO

--
E.,/iiONALLY 21/

DNATIMBED rcs....1

:,/ ARING

041 AIRED

NO 2

.-------,

25/
YES....1

NO 2

',FoALLY

DIAIRED YES....1

NO 2

29/

NuLl(PLE 33/

RA4DICAPPED YES....1

NO 2

nREOICAZ,LY 37/

RA:401tAPPED YES 1

No 2

---

SPEECH
V.:PAIRED YES....1

No 2

41/

LM1KR:PLEASE
. 1FY 'ff.S.. 1

NO 2

45/

MILD

MODERATE.

SEVEDE

1

....2

3

14/

15/

16/

MILD' 1 18/

MODERATE . 2 19/

SEVERE 3 20/

MILD 1 22/

MODERATE 2 23/

SEVERE 3 24/

MTID 1 26/

MODERATE 2 27/

SEVERE 3 28/

MILD 1 30/

MODERATE 2 31/

SEVEha 3 32/

MILD 1 34/

MODERATE 2 35/

SEVERE . 3 36/

MILD 1 38/

MODERATE 2 39/

SEVERE 3 40/

MILD .1 42/

MODERATE 2 43/

SEVERE ..... ..3 44/

MILD 1 46/

MODERATE 2 47/

SEVERE 3 48/

B. Please indicate the type of special education
teaching you were doing in this job. CIRCLE ALL

TRAT APPLY.

REGULAR CLASSROOM 1 49/

RESOURCE 2 50/

SELF-CONTAINED CLASS 3 SI/

ITINERANT 4 52/

COUNSELING-BEHAVIOR COUNSELING 5 53/

DIAGNOSTIC 6 54/

OTHER: PLEASE SPECIFY

55/

WI.MO

DECCS 03-C4

C. Please indicate the type of special education
certification you had. c1RCLE ALL THAT APPLY.

PERMANENT i 56

LIMITED NUMS4'.1 OF YEARS 2 57

TEMPORARY 3 58

PROVISIONAL 4 );

NOT CERTIFIED IN SPECIAL ED 5 60

OTHER:SPECIFY 6 61

18. Do you tench any of your classes (excluding foreign
language courses) in a language ocher than English?
IF YES, PLEASE SPECIFY THE SUBJECT(S) AND LANGUAGE.

ts SUWECT(S) 1 6:

LUIGIMGE

NO

GO TO 23

2

63-44
65-60

BEGIN
DECK 0

19. Regarding the principal, job you heLd during the

week of February 12, 1978:

A. Whet kind of business, industry or organiza-
tion were you working for? (FOR EXAMPLE:
accounting firm. hospital, TV manufacturer.)
PLEASE DO NOT USE ABBREVIATIONS /N
ANSWERING THESE QUESTIONS.

B. What kind of work were you doing? (FOR

EXAMPLE: accountant, nurse, electrical
engineer)

C. What were your major activities Or duties
on this job? (FOR EXAMPLE; auditing firm's
books, patient care, designing wiring
circuits) 13-1

16-1

20. Please indicate which of the following types aZ fis

you were employed Sy on this principal job. =CU
ONE CODE ONLY.

A PRIVATE FOR-PROFIT BUSINESS

A PRIVATE NON-PROFIT
ORGANIZATION 2 ANSWE/

SELY-ERPLOYED IN OWN Bus/NEgg 3

TH1 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 4

A STATE GOVERNMENT 5 CO TO

A LOCAL 40VERNMENT 6

OTHER: PLEASE SPECIFY

-37-4 3

7 °P'ANSWE

IF LMPLOYEE OF PRIVATE BUSINESS OR ORGANIZATION

OR SELF-EMPLOYED)

A. How many people ware employed by this business
organisation, including ics affiliates?

PLEASE ESTIMATE # EMPLOYEES:
20-

24-



On the average, what percentage of your time on this
job has been spent an ctivities supported by a
government contract or grant? PLEASE ESTIMATE IF

. NECESSARY.

ALL OR NEARLY ALL (90 - 100%) ...... ..1 26/

MOST (30-892) 2

SOME (10-492) 3

VERY LITTLE (1-91.) 4

NONE 5

DO NOT KNOW WRETHER / WAS WORKING ON
A GOVERNMENT CONTRACT OR GRANT 6-

2.. How many hours per week did you usually work at
this job?

35 OR MORE

10 - 44 2....-.....4ANSWER A

LESS THAN 10 3 .-,..04NSWER A

IF LESS THAN 35 HOURS:

A. y did you work less than 35 hours per week?
CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY.

COULDN'T FIND SATISFACTORY FULL.,
TIME WORK

PREFERRED TO WORE PART-TIME 2

GOING TO SCHOOL 3

THE FULL-TIME WORK WEEK POR TRIS
.1(16 IS LESS THAN 315 HOURS 4

27/

OTNER: SPECIFY 5

23/

0. For the principal job you have described, at what
race were you paid, before deduccions? PLEASE

ANSWER POR THE TEM PERIOD YOU CAN %DORT MOST
ACCURATELY.

ANSWER POR
ONE TIME
PERIOD ONLY

per year

per month

per week

per hour

29/

30-.34/

24. was a collvit degree required in order to obtain
the principal jots you have described?

35/

YES 1.4.44102 ID Q. 26

NO

DON'T KNOW

2

3-be GO IV Q. 26

25. why did you take a job not requiring a college

degree? CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY.

I TOOK TAZ JCS PRIMARILY TO EARN HONEY

DECX 04

WHILE GOINC TO SCHOOL 1 36/

IT WAS THE ONLY TYPE 0? JOB I COULD
FIND IN MY FIELD 2 37/

/ COULDN'T FIND A JOB IN ANY FIELD
REQUIRING A COLLEGE DECREE 3 38/

I PREFERRED IMIS JOE TO ONES I FOUND
WHICH REQUIRED A COLLEGE DECREE 4 39/

I NEARD TRAT.J0113 REQUIRING A
COLLEGE DEGREE WERE SO DIFFICULT TO
FIND, THAT I DIDN'T BOTHER TO
APPLY POR ONE 5 40/

I RAD A JOB WHILE GOING TO SCHOOL
(OR WAS ON LEAVE OF ABSENCE FROM TME
.108) AND LIKED rr, so I DIDN'T BOTHER
APPLYING FOR A DIFFERENT ONE 6 41/

/ PREFERRED TO WORK IN MY FAMILY'S FIRM 7 42/

OTHER.: PLEASE SPECIFY

a 43/

26. Please indicate the extent to which your work on the

principal job you held the week of February 12. 1978,

was related to your major field of study for the

degree referred to in Q. 1.

CLOSELY RELATED 1....4.40 TO Q.

SOMEWHAT RELATED 2--dr-00 TO Q.

NOT RELATED 1--4eANSWER A

44/
27

27

IF NOY RELATED:

A. Why did you taki a job not related to
majxr field? CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY.

your

/ TOOK THE JOB PRIMARILY TO EARN
MONEY WHILE GOING TO SCHOOL 1 45/

I COULD MOT FIND ANY 308 IN A
*RELATED FIELD 2 46/

PREFERRED TUE JOS TO ONES I
POUND IN A RELATED FIELD 3 47/

I WASN'T INTERESTED IN 4 JOB
IN A RELATED FuLa 4 441/

I HUED THAT JOBS &ELATED TO MY
rma Mt SO DIFFICULT TO FIND,
TUT / DIDN'T BOTHER TO APPLY
FOR ONE 5 49/

/ RAD A JOS WHILE GOING TO SCHOOL
(OR WAS UN L&AVE OF ARSENCX FROM
THE JOD) AND LIKED IT, 30 I DIDN'T

BOTHER TO APPLY FOR A DIFFERENT ONE..6 50/

I PREFERRED TO WORK IN KY
FAMILY'S FIRM

7 51/

OTHER: PLEASE SPECIFY

8 52/

-



DK(M 04

27. In addition cn the principal job you hive 2escribqd 20. How long had you 1.4-0n
looking 'or work es ol

above, did you work for pay at a second job during February 18,1978?

the week of February 12, 1978?
53/

LESS THAN 2 WEEKS 1
at/

YES
lw--awANSWER A-0 2 - 4 WEEXS 2

Ho
2--....00 TO Q. 35

5 9 WEEKS 3

IF YES:

A. On the average, how many hours per

you work on this job?

ENTER dOURSAIZEK:

week do

54-55/

S. What kind of bueintsa, industry or organisation

were you working for on this second job? .(7011

EXAMPLE:
accounting fira, hospital. Dr

manufacturer)

IIIMIIM

C. What kind of work were you doing? (YOR

EXAMPLE: accountant, nursa, electrical

engineer) 56-58/

-wwwww1C70 1;7."""3.-5}mww

10 - 14 WEEKS

15 26 WEEKS 5

27 WEEKS OR MORE 6

31. Were you looking for a
full-tippet job, a part-

tiee One, or either?

FULL-TIME (35 hours Or more

per week)
1 63/

PART-TIME (wider 35 hours)

EITHER
3

22. Would you have been willing to move to another tit

or community to get a job?

TES
1 64/

NO

tr YOU WEEK mar mann ?OR PAY mum ma witam or

February 12, 1973:

26. Did you look for work c any time between January 15,

1978 and February 18, 1975?

TES
1

59/

PC
2 -0CO TO Q. 34

29. Were you available
for work the week of February 12,

1978?. 60/

YES
1.-91100 TO Q. 30

NO
MSS= A

IF NO:

A. Why weren't you
available for work? CIECLE ONE

CODE ONLY..
61/

GOING TO SCHOOL
140.420 TO Q. 25

TECPORARY ILLNESS
2

OTHER: PLEASE srEctry

33. While you were lauking for work prior to

February 18, 1978, did you turn down any job

offers?
YES

zoo

-....9.4 GO TO Q. 35

2

65/

415-

14. What V&A the mein reason you were not working or

looking for work during the week of February 12,

1978? CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY.

I WAS GOING TO SCHOOL

I WAS A HOMEMAKER

I HAD OTHER FAMILY ItESPONSIIIILITIES

(INCLUDING PREGNANCY)

I WAS ILL OR DISABLED

I COULD NOT ?IAD THE XIND OF WORK

WANTED

/ COULD NOT FIND ANY JOS

I DID NOT WANT TO WORK

I HAD ALREADY
SECURED A NEW JOE TO

BEGIR SOMETIME AFTER FEBRUAAY 18,

1976, (2NCLUDINC JOBS STARTING

IM SUMMER OA FALL)

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

oa

66-6:

I WAS LAID OF? TEMPORAHLY

I WAS AM UNPAID
WORKER IN A

FAMILY BUSINESS

OTHER: PLEASE SPECIFY

09

10

1 I



S. Did you ever work full-time prior to receiving che
degree referred co in Q. 1? DO HOT INCLUDE SUMMER
OR OTHER TEMPORARY JOBS. 13/

YES 1------40bANSWER A - C

NO 2 -------111GO TO Q. 36

IF YES:

Regarding the lase full-time job you held prior co
receiving this *agree (not including summer or
temporary jobs):

A. What kind of business, industry or organization
were you working for on this job. (FOR EXAMPLE:
accounting firm, hospital, TV manufacturer)

B. What kind of wort vere you doing? (FOR EXAMPLE:
accountant, nurse, electrical engineer)

14-16/

C. How many years of fullCime experience did you
have in this field of work prior to receiving
the degree rerTad to in Q. 1? INCLUDE ANT JOE
IN THIS FIELD, RECARDLLIS 07.THE SPECIFIC KIND
OF WORK OR ORGANIZATION YOU WERE WORKING FOR.

ENT2R # Y2ARS: 17/

"Tr-ar-M.Th`tb-----------Wt40T/MPLSAllELZHENTARTOR

SECONDARY SCOUL TEACHER moo Tax wium or
February 12, 1978, ANSW2R Q. 36.

27 YOU WERE TEACHING IN AP ELLKENTARY OR
SECONDARY SCHOOL GO TO 0. 40.

36. As far as you know, st :he time vets received the
degree referred co in O. 1, did yen have or were
you ellgiole for a teaching certificate or license
for Grade 12 or below iA ac lease one state?

YES 1 18/

NO 2iloGr TO Q.43

DON'T KNOW 3...400 TO Q.43

17 Saud drk the elixibility vou have indicated above,
did you apply for a job as an elementary or
secondary school teacher (grade 12 or below) since
or ienediately prior to reeeivin the de ree
reterred co in O. 1. gX=N AppL $8 rOR THE
1978-79 SCHOOL YEAA.

IF YES:

19/

YES 14ANWER A - E
MD 201600 TO Q. 38

A. For which school year(e), or part of one,
did you apply? CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY.

1976-77 1 20/

1977-78 2 21/

22-25/R

B.

C.

BEGIN DECK

To %mat kind of scnool did you apply?

FUBLIC

NONPURLIC 2

BOTH 3

Did apply for a full-cime job?

YES 1

NO

D. At %hicu level did you apply? CIRCLE ALL
THAT APPLY.

PREKINDERGARTEN 1

29!

1TARY SCHWL 2

SECONDARY SCHOOL 4 11/

OTHER: SPECIFY

P.:NDUZARTEN

77/

28."

5

E. How ma4y forma/ applications for a
teaching job did you submit?

ENTER # APPLICAT/ONS: 33-34/

GO TO Q. 39 11416"-

38. Why didn't you apply for a teaching job around tne
time you received the degree referred to in Q. 1?

CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY.

..11111.

I LOST INTEREST IN BECOMING AN ELZMEN-
TART OR SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHER

TEACHING JOBS WERE SO HARD TO GET
THAT / DIDN'T BOTH2R TOAPPLY

/ NEEDED Og WANTED ANOTHER DEGREE OR
MORE COURS2WORK BEFORE APPLYING
FOR A TEACHING JOB 3

I HAD ALL TH2 COURS2WORK I NEEDED AND
WAS INTERESTED /N BECOMING A TEACHER,
BUT / WASN'T READY TO APPLY FOR A J06 4

OTHER: ?LEASE SPECIFY

5

35/

39. As of the week of renruery 12, 1978, which of the
following best describes you intentions regarding
tosihing in the fall of 1978?
CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY.

40

/ DID NOT INTEND TO BECOME AN ELEMEN-
TARY OR SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHER 1 351

I HAD AI OR INTENDED TO APPLY
FOR A JOS AS AB ELEKENTAAY OR SECONDARY
SCHOOL TEACHER FOR FALL 1978 2

I DID F :1 :*:ND tt APPLY P3R A JOB AS
AN ELGn:NTAAY OR SECONDARY SCHOOL
TEACHER FOR FALL 1978, BUT I STILL
HAVE A SERIOUS INTENT TD BECOME
ONE IN TKE FUTURE 3

I HAD ALREADY SECURED A TEACHING JOB
TO BE.. .4mZTIME AFTER FEBRUARY 18,
1978 (1NCLvt. JOBS STARTINC IN
SUMMZR Pg.!) 4

OTHER: r,"*: SPEC???

AC

5



40 below is a list of levels and fields of certification or license. For

once level and field, please indicate which one of the following

categories host describes your tatus as of the week of Feb. 12. l978:

(I) you were not eligible
(2) you were eligible bur
(li yon had obtained that

for thee level or field:
had not obtained a certifie:ste licenhe: er

certificate or license.

CIRCLE ONE CODE FOR EACH LEVEL AND FIELD.

ELIGIBLE
FOR

CERTIFICATE

ELIGIBLE BUT
HAD NOT
OBTAINED
CERTIFICATE

hAD
OBTAINED
CERTIFICATE

LEVEL

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

ELEMENTARY

3NCONDANY

OTHER: SPECIFY

FIELD

GENERAL CERTIFICATE, NO SPECIFIC'
FIELD (e.g , Elementary. Early
Childhood, ete.)

AOMINISTIATIVE/SUPERVEMY

ART

BILINGUAL EDUCATION

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

BUSINESS.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS

ENCLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

FOREIGN LANGUP4ES

UIFTED AND*TALENTED

REALM

HOU ECONCMICS (NON-OCCUPATIONAL)

twouvraut ARTS

MATHEMATICS

MUSIC

PHYSICAL SCIENCES

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

READ(NC

SOciAL SCIENCES/SOCIAL STUDIES....

SPECIAL EDUCATION: SPECIFY TYPE OF

KANNICAP (1)

(2)

vOcATIONAL EDUCATION:
AGRICULTURE

DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS: SPECIFY

OCCUPATIONAL Halt ECONOMICS

OFFICE OCCUPATIONS

TECHNICAL EDUCATION: SMITE.
TRADE AND INDUSTRY: SPECIFY

OTHER,VOC. EDUCATION: SMUT

OTRER FIELD: SPECIFY

1

1

1.

1.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1 2

1 2

2

2

2

1 2

1 2

3

3

3

3 40/

37/

J8/

39/

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3.

3

3

3

3

41/

42/

43/

44/

45/

46/

47/

48/

49/

50/

51/

52/

53/

54/

55/

56/

57/

58/

59/

3 60/.

3 61/

3 62/

3 63/

3 64.45/

3 .66/

3 67/

3 68.49/

3 7041/

3 72-73/

3 74/

-41-47

IF YoU Ivo NOT ACTUALLY OfiTAINED A
NiChFICATK Ok rICKW7i7.rt) TO q2.1.-----. -
A. In what mouths aud year did :iv..

receive each of your certificate
or liv!nse:;! PLEASE ENTER THE
LEVEL ANU/OR FIELD FOR EACH
CERTIFICATE OR LICENSE. IF THR1

OR mORE. ANSWER FOR IRE FIRST At
LAST ONES YUU OBTAINED.

BEGIN DEC%

LEVEL ANL FIELD MNTR YE;

(1)
13-15/ 16-17/ 16-1

(2)
20-22/ 23-24/ 25..2

IF YOU WERE CERTIFIED AT MORE THAN
ONE LEVEL. ANSWER B. :F NOT, GO

B. In which level of certification
(A.B., elementary or secondary)
rre your qualifications the
strongest?

ENTER LEVEL:

IF YOU WERE-CERTIFIED :N mORE 73At
ONE FIELD. ANSWER C. I? NOT. GO

C. In whiTh (laid of certificatiol
(e.g., hiscory. physics, etc.)
your qualifications the scronr

ENTER FIELD:

LD 30i
MR 31/
ED 32/

HI -- 33/
V/ -- 36/

MH -- 35/
OH -- 36/

SI 37/

OS -- 38/

OT -- 39/

23-



Prior tn completing the requirements for the degree
g.irfr4.1 Cr, in q. 1, were you SC 'soy time employed
44 a tescheein 4 public or nonpublic elementary
or secondary school (grade 12 or below)? EXCLUDE
STUDENT OR PRACTICE TEACHING AND WORK AS A
TEACHER'S AIDE- 40/

YES 1--)bANNYTER A - E

NO 2 GOTOQ. 42

IF YES:

A. Did you :each full-time or part-time?

FULL-TIKE 1 41/

PART-TIME 2

BOTH 3

B. Were you a substitute or a regular teacher?

SUBSTITUTE 1 42/

REGULAR 2

BOTH 3

C. Did you teach in a public or sanpublic school?

PUILIC 1 43/

NONPUBLIC 2

BOTH 3

D. At what level did you teach! CIRCLE ALL THAT
APPLY.

PREKINDZEGARTEN 1 44/

KINDERGAATEN 2 45/

ELEMENTAAY SCHOOL 3 46/

SECONDARY SCHOOL 4 47/

.011123.SPECITY

5 48/

E. During the week of Pebruary 12, 1978, were you
two/eyed st the (one of these) same solicei(s)
wnere you previously caught?

TES 1 49/

iso 2

DECKS 06-07

3. How did you'iesrn to speak che language indicated
above: Vas it eh.: language spuken in your
childhood home or did you learn it some ocher
way?

LANGUAGE SPOKEN IN MY HUME 1 53/

LEARNED IT SOME OTHER WAY 2

C. If you thought about using tht- foreign language
indicated above co teach, how would you
characterize your ability in that language?
CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY. .

GOULD USE rr TO TEACH SUBJECTS OTHER
THAN THE LANGUAGE rTSELF (For
example: science, history, ecc.)....1 54/

COULD TEACH THE LANGUAGE ARTS OF THE
LANGUAGE TO PUPILS FOR WHOM rr IS
THE HOME LANGUAGE 2 55/

COULD TEACH IT AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
TO PUPILS FOR WHOM IT IS NOT THE
HOME LANGUAGE 3 56/

COULD NOT USE IT TO TEACH 57/

43. What was your age on your last birthday?

ENTER AGE: 58-59/

2. Do you speak any language ,fluentiv other than English?

50/

YES 1.......iwANSWER A - C

NO 2...04.0 TO Q. 43

IF YES:

A. What language ocher than English do you speak
fluently? CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY. I? YOU SPEAK

MORE TRAM ONE OTHER LANGUAGE FLUENTLY, ANSWER
FOR THE ONE LANGUAGE IN WHICH YOU ARE MOST
FLUENT.

CHINESE

Fugues

GERMAN

GREEK

=ALLAN

NAVAJO

FILIPINO

spAntsu

mai: FL:Ass SPECIFY

41

.02

.03

45

46

47

es

51-52/

44. Where did you graduate from high School?
PLEASE INDICATE THE:

CITY DR TOWN:

STATE:

COUNTRY, IF NOT U.S.:

A. In what year.did you graduate from

60-61/

high. school?

ENTER YEAR: 62-63/

BEGIN

Qs. 45-49 REFER TO YOUR UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

45. For each type of financial aid listed below,

OE=

please
last

07

indicate whether you received such aid for che
year of your undergraduate education.

P.O.YES

FEDERAL WORK STUDY PROGRAM 1 2 13/

BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT 1 2 14/

SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUN/TY GRANT 1 2 15/

ROTC SCHOLARSHIP OR STIPEND 1 2. 16/

NURSING SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 1 2 17/

SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS (for students
18-22 who art children of disabled
or deceased parents) 2 18/

VETEEAN'S ADMINISTRATION WAR ORPHANS 1 2 19/

V.A. DIRECT WEFT? (C.!. BILL) 1 2 20/

TEACHER Of THE HANDICAPPED GRANT (U.S.
OFFICE OF EDUCATION, BUREAU OF
EDUCATION OF THE RANDICAPPED) 1 2 21/

OTHER FEDERAL SCHOLARSHIP OR GRANT:
SPECIFY 1 2 22/

COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP OR CUNT FROM
COLLEGE FUNDS . 1 2 23/

STATE SCHOLARSHIP OR GRANT 1 2 24/

OTHER SCHOLARSHIP OR GRANT: SPECIFY
1 2 25/

-42- 48



44. F.r .wn type of loan listed below, please indicate
whether you recwiyed such loan for the lasc year of
uoufurace ducation.

YES NO

FEDERAL CUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN (FISL) 1 2 26/

DAT1DNAL DIRECT :ITOnENT LOAN 1 2 27/

OTHER FEDERAL LOAM: SPECIFY

1 2 28/

TTATE LOAN 1 2 29/

REGULAR BANK LOAN 1 2 30/

SCHOOL OR COLLEGE LOAN 1 2 31/

OTHER 1.OA:SPSCI?Y 1 2 32/

47. Ac the end of Your undereraduere education, what was

coe "cal "Dm" of done), if any, wftich you owed that

woe directly releced-co your education? EXCLUDE SUCH
ITEMS AS rORTCAGZS, NONCDUCATTON LOANS FOR CARS,
APPLIANCES, ETC. I? YOU OWED NO MONEY, CIRCLE "O."

ENTEX AMOUNT OHO: $ 33-37/

OWED NO MOM 0

48. Where did you stand in your undergraduate, graduating

class? CIRCLE THE LOWEST NM= THAT APPLIES

TOP 102 1 38/

TOP 231 2

TOP 502 3

TOP 75z 4

BELOW TOP 752 5

DOH"? KNOH OR COLLEGE DID
NOT comPurz

49. 8.101W is a four-poinc grade scale going from "D" (1.0)

(4.0). Please glad* an "2'4 at that point an
the line which best approximates your average grade

upon completing all your coursework (both major

field and other)77r your undergraduate degree.
IF NO GRADES WIRE MTN, CIRCLE "O." 39-40/

I ,-

I I

0 A A

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4 0

NO GRADES WERE GIVEN 0

50. What is your sex?

MALE 1

FEMALE 2

41

51. What was your marital status during the week of
February 12, 1978? 42

MARRIED, LIVING WITH SPOUSE 1}ABSWER A

OTEER (MARRIED SOT MIT LIVING
WITH SPOUSE, WOWED
DIVORCED, NEVER MARRIED) 2---->G0 To 0.5::

I? MARRIED LIVING W/TH SPOUSE:

A. During the week ofFebruary 12, 1978, was your
spouse working full-time, part-time, going to

school, keeping house or what? CIRCLE ALL THAT APPL

WORKING FULL-TINE (35 nours or
sore per week)

WORKING PART-TIME (under 35 hours)

FULL-TIME STUDENT

PART-TIMZ STUDENT

KEEP/NG ROUSE

WITH A JOB, BUT NOT AT WORK BECAUSE
OF 11:24PORART ILLNESS, VACATION,
STRIKE

UNEMPLOYED, LOOKING FOR WORK

UNEMPLOYED, NOT LOOKINC FOR WORK

52. How would you describe yourself? CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY

WHITE, NOT OF HISPANIC ORIGIN 01 51-5

BLACK, NOT OF HISPANIC OHICZN 02

HISPANIC:

rump MAR 03

CUBAN 04

MEXICAN 05

OTHER HISPANIC 06

ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER 07

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ASASUN NATIVE 08

WE INVITE ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS YOU CARE TO MAU ABOUT THIS QUESTIONAIRE AND/OR ITS SUBJECT MATTER.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR COPLPLZT/NC THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.

PLEASE SEAL YOUR COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE ACCOMPANYING ENVELOPE AND DROP IT IN THE MAIL.

mu.s. fty.g.0.011141 P I.lo


